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About This Game

Save Dash is a simple yet challenging hardcore running arcade game.

All you need to do is to jump through 18 different sectors and save a small creature called Dash.

Game features:
* Stunning graphic

* Blood or no blood option
* 18 unique sectors

* 3 difficulty levels: Normal, Hard and Insane
* 11 different ways how Dash can die

and more will come…

10ravens team
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Cool character. But underpowered AF.. doesn t work on win10. Good for older style games, seems outdated for the current
generation.. Thanks for the game. The forest made me feel like I'm in a movie. The city is less fun though. Hello, I would like to
compliment you on the game you have created. It is truly a masterpiece with interesting gameplay and a compelling story. I can't
wait to continue playing future updates!

-Jared Hutchison
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It's cool.
Be cool.. One of the smartest games I've ever played in terms of art, music, and design- akin to Spelunky. This is top-down done
right.. I just lost 1.2 hrs of my life playing this. I found myself yelling curse words at the dudes shooting me and I lol'ed

Pros:
decent looking
easy controls
stupid as F
mindless time killer

Cons:
It's a moble app port so there are weird artifacts from the cash shop in it. (ex get 100 gems to unlock an upgrade then after that
you can buy them with coins.)

No real goal but meh

TLDR silly time waster. The aesthetics of this game are the best thing about it. The rest of the game feels just slightly off at just
about every point. Slime-san seems to pull a lot from Super Meat Boy, yet it doesn't have the same tight level design. They have
the art for the level path zigzagging downwards, yet the actual way you navigate through the levels is counter to that of the art.
You can customize your character, but it's a static sprite on top of it. Basically, this game is missing the final polish step that I'd
expect from a well developed game. It's better than mediocre.. All hours I have in this game were because I use this as my go to
drinking game. :D
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